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Launch Sale: Just 99c, guaranteed for 24 hours only! Save 75% over the regular price of $3.99.A

billionaire alpha male romance by Ayo Campbell of BWWM Club. Features another free bonus

book.Jennifer James loves her rural Connecticut life as a makeup and fashion blogger.But as much

as she loves it, thereâ€™s also a void; she has no one to share her life with!Heartbroken and

humiliated all through high school, she gave up on love a long time ago.But times might be

changing.Her world is rocked when billionaire investor Flint Dryzek invites her to a conference for

successful start-ups.She wallows in the luxury of his Serenity estate, but soon Jennifer and her

friends begin to think heâ€™s a scheming manipulator, as he pits the attendees against each other

in absurd competitions.But when Flint invites her into his private quarters, her mind begins to

change.Heâ€™s tough, sure, but heâ€™s also got a good heart underneath. And to top it off,

heâ€™s gorgeous!Soon he charms and seduces her, and Jenniferâ€™s torn.She so desperately

wants to allow herself to fall in love with her alpha male, but fear threatens to swallow her whole.Will

Jennifer be brave enough to get what she truly wants? Find out in this emotional yet super sexy

romance by Ayo Campbell of BWWM Club. Suitable for over 18s only due to sex scenes with an

alpha male and his black queen.
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Another well written story. Just wiped chili off my kindle . Couldn't wait for lunch to get back to this

story. These seem to be written from the heart. Please read this book. It is well worth it. Just shows

how we all have to struggle at our jobs just to stay afloat. I have been passed over and burned so

many times. And yes, I am the only college educated woman in the office. So I have that against me

as well.

Our heroine who describes herself as a small chubby Black girl grows up to become a successful

blogger and fashion adviser connects with a billionaire entrepreneur who had a similar experience in

school yet without the added issue of ethnicity. Jennifer James our heroine gets invited to a retreat

by our Hero Billionaire Flint Dryzek. After much prodding by her best friend, our heroine goes to the

retreat, meets and connects with other successful business women but the one that matters most is

her love connection with out Billionaire host Mr. Dryzek. Feeling out of her depth after she realizes

she is falling for the Billionaire, she and another invitee decides to leave the seminar before it is over

and that's when our heroine finds out what real connection she made while present at the retreat.

Now I will not spoil it for you so you are just going to have to pick up your copy to find out what

finally happens between our hero and heroine that makes this book such a very good read. There

are some side stories in this book that are worth exploring as well.

To be honest actually, I'm excitedly submit this review... great storyline and it flows easily enough

not to lose the reader...grant it, a couple of well place subtitles or *** or any type of marker between

scenes will help in the future... ALL in all, I really did enjoy the book... so much so that I will be using

MY KU account to read some of the changes that were made... Keep up the good work and I look

forward to seeing more. I received a free ARC COPY of this book and I am voluntarily leaving a

review.

Jennifer was living her life. She was a successful blogger, owned her own home, and had enough

confidence to conquer the world. She was teased and used during her school days, but instead of

letting it hurt her, she used it to motivate her to become who she was. When she got an invite to go

and, possibly, help run a seminar with the very wealthy Flint Drysek, she couldn't turn it down. At

first, Flint seems arrogant and manipulative, but she quickly learned that there was more to him to

meet the eye. As the story progresses, we see the two of them begin a secret romance that

confuses Jennifer. This is a good book and I highly recommend it!



I enjoyed the storyline in the book it was original. Jennifer is successful at doing what she loves

being a blogger. Flint and Jennifer have chemistry but Jennifer is scared because of past issues.

Jennifer gave up on love a while ago and is scared to try again. I enjoyed reading about this couple

trying to get past issues to make the relationship work.

Nice Alpha romance from Ayo Campbell. Great character development! The characters have great

chemistry, and there is plenty of drama and steaminess to keep you glued to the story! ***I

voluntarily read and reviewed this as an ARC***

I enjoyed reading Jennifer and Flint story. Jennifer never could believe that someone like Flint would

ever be interested in her. Love can always find a way if you let it. You will not regret reading this

story.

I really like this book I loved how Jennifer went from a nobody in high school to a notable fashion

blogger in her own right. The chemistry between Flnt and Jennifer was amazing all in all what a nice

read.
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